
	

	

Interview: Tim Preston from Climb Design 
Bendigo Inventor of the Year 2015 

 

 
Tim Preston demonstrating LittleHammer to Eva Parkin 

from Mount Alexander Shire’s Local Economy team. 
 

1. Congratulations on winning Bendigo Inventor of the year 2015 for LittleHammer!  
        How did you come up with the idea for LittleHammer? 
 
The idea for LittleHammer may have been brewing since I first struggled to remove climbing 
protection as a beginner climber (protection includes 'nuts' which are aluminium wedges with a 
cable. This is placed in a crack that the climber connects their rope to in-case of a fall — these nuts 
sometimes get stuck in the crack and are difficult to remove. LittleHammer is the first tool to 
provide a spring-loaded impact to assist removal). Returning to climbing in the last few years I 
began to try to solve this problem in my head on sleepless nights — as designers do. I solved how 
to incorporate the impact device within the existing nut tool in a way that was simple to 
manufacture. I then made a proof of concept prototype and it worked which gave me the impetus 
to go ahead. 
 

2.  Tell me about your business ‘Climb Design’ 
 
Climb Design is the vehicle to bring LittleHammer into the world. Initially it was just a business 
name and a blog, intended to become the centre of social media and promotion for LittleHammer, 
an idea I'd had in the back of my head for a few years. Climb Design is a place to publish 
thoughtful content on climbing and curated links to other good online resources. The LittleHammer 
crowdfunding campaign was a success and I'm now shipping the LittleHammers I produced with 
that funding. I've got a few more prototypes of new climbing equipment that can take advantage of 
the presence of Climb Design so I hope it is an entity that will grow. I had thought it was a way to 
get more climbing in my life but with our other business Usethings it has become quite busy! 
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3.  You mentioned Crowdfunding - for other would be designers or inventors, how does 

this work? 
 
Crowd source funding is a relatively new mode of funding. There are a number of online platforms 
for this, Kickstarter being one. These platforms offer a place to present your concept to the world 
and it has templates and advice on how to build your campaign. Once your campaign goes live it 
can be viewed by anyone and if they like your idea they become backers and pledge an amount of 
money. The incentives or rewards you offer can include one of the objects you are making, like 
LittleHammer, if your campaign is for a product. The platform handles the pledges and secure 
money transfer for a fee, 5% and there may be other credit card fees. You should factor the fee's 
into your funding goal amount, along with shipping costs. With Kickstarter the campaign gets 
funded only if you reach your goal amount, so it can also become a way to test the market for your 
idea. Crowd source can be that many people pledge small amounts to reach your goal, we got a 
number of $5 pledges from people who just liked our campaign and wanted to support us, it’s this 
broad reach that makes it work. 
 

4. Where is LittleHammer made? 
 

Bendigo! We prefer to manufacture locally to support our community, contribute to our local 
economy, and help retain these great engineering skills. 
 

5. Can you offer any advice to other inventors embarking on a similar journey to yours? 
 
It is important to develop your own network to bring people to your campaign, there is some traffic 
from people who are interested in the new ideas on Kickstarter and few campaigns go viral in this 
way so it is critical that you are well connected to your market. For LittleHammer the blog and initial 
campaign where about building exposure to ensure success, this building was about a year in the 
making. 
 

6.  When can the rock climbing fraternity expect to see LittleHammer in the 
marketplace? 

 
With the Kickstarter batch finished and shipping underway I'm now planning for the regular 
production and sales of LittleHammer online. I hope to launch a pre-order facility this week to test 
the scale and pace of orders to asses when the next production run will talk place, could be 
January or even December if the demand is there. 
 

7. What do you like about doing business in Castlemaine? 
 
I think it's a lot about work-life balance: trying to create the lifestyle that we wanted, we moved to 
Castlemaine with a new family and have built businesses here with the ideal of fitting our vision for 
the world with our capabilities to make a living. Our businesses can exist here as we have access 
to materials, suppliers, and industrial processes in Castlemaine and Central Victoria, also 
Melbourne. Most of our business is online and supply and distribution is easy enough. We also 
have space for the workshop, something we couldn't afford in Melbourne. Importantly we have a 
great community and environment to live in. There has also been local and state government 
assistance focused on regional business, from help with getting online to business advice. The 
only downside is the internet speed which can be a drag when dealing with big files online, 
hopefully the NBN will get to us eventually. 
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8. And finally, for out of towners visiting our fantastic region, where are your favourite 

places to climb in the region 
 
I climb at Dog Rocks which is on Mount Alexander. There are plenty of climbs there and it's a quick 
walk in, aside from being a beautiful spot. Granite is tough to climb on but the ease of access 
makes the best of the time that I have for climbing with a family and two businesses on the go. 
 
For further enquiries about LittleHammer or Climb Design, contact Tim at 
timpreston@climbdesign.co 
Or http://climbdesign.co/ 
 

 

 
 

 
 

	


